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Abstract. In this study, high-frequency, multilevel measure-
ments, performed from late October to mid-November of
2015 at a 80 m tall tower of the Amazon Tall Tower Observa-
tory (ATTO) project in the central state of Amazonas, Brazil,
were used to diagnose the evolution of thermodynamic and
kinematic variables as well as scalar fluxes during the pas-
sage of outflows generated by deep moist convection (DMC).
Outflow associated with DMC activity over or near the tall
tower was identified through the analysis of storm echoes in
base reflectivity data from an S-band weather radar at Man-
aus, combined with the detection of gust fronts and cold
pools utilizing tower data. Four outflow events were selected,
three of which took place during the early evening transi-
tion or nighttime hours and one during the early afternoon.
Results show that the magnitude of the drop in virtual po-
tential temperature and changes in wind velocity during out-
flow passages vary according to the type, organization, and
life cycle of the convective storm. The nocturnal events had
well-defined gust fronts with moderate decreases in virtual
potential temperature and increases in wind speed. The early
afternoon event lacked a sharp gust front and only a gradual
drop in virtual potential temperature was observed, proba-
bly because of weak or undeveloped outflow. Sensible heat
flux (H ) increased at the time of the gust front arrival, which

was possibly due to the sinking of colder air. This was fol-
lowed by a prolonged period of negative H , associated with
enhanced nocturnal negative H in the wake of the storms. In
turn, increased latent heat flux (LE) was observed following
the gust front, owing to drier air coming from the outflow;
however, malfunctioning of the moisture sensors during rain
precluded a better assessment of this variable. Substantial en-
hancements of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) were observed
during and after the gust front passage, with values compa-
rable to those measured in grass fire experiments, evidenc-
ing the highly turbulent character of convective outflows. The
early afternoon event displayed slight decreases in the afore-
mentioned quantities in the passage of the outflow. Finally,
a conceptual model of the time evolution of H in nocturnal
convective outflows observed at the tower site is presented.

1 Introduction

Deep moist convection (DMC) is a ubiquitous feature of the
atmospheric environment of the Amazon rainforest. Because
of intense diurnal solar heating in the moist planetary bound-
ary layer (PBL), conditional instability builds up and con-
vective storms form regularly in order to redistribute energy
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in the atmospheric column (Johnson and Mapes, 2001). The
barotropic regime of the Amazonian atmosphere, devoid of
strong vertical wind shear, most often gives rise to convec-
tive storms that display a life cycle typical of single cells (or
“pulse-type storms”) described in Byers and Braham (1949).
During the stage at which convective storms produce precipi-
tation, latent cooling from the evaporation of rain (or melting
of ice species below the 0 ◦C isotherm) cools air parcels that
eventually become negatively buoyant. The acquired down-
ward acceleration is reinforced by the drag caused by hy-
drometeor loading, and a downdraft is initiated (Wakimoto,
2001). Downdrafts, in turn, introduce cooler and drier air
from above the PBL (and cloud base) into the surface. Since
this airflow has different thermodynamic and kinematic prop-
erties than the near-surface air mass, it disturbs the mean evo-
lution of the PBL.

Much of the initial knowledge on the effects of DMC on
PBL evolution has been gained from research based on the
GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) in 1974 (Kuet-
tner and Parker, 1976). Fitzjarrald and Garstang (1981, here-
after referred to as FG81), using the Boundary Layer In-
strument System (BLIS) profiles collected on three ships,
showed that DMC can affect drastically the thermodynamic
evolution of the oceanic mixed layer (ML) near the intertrop-
ical convergence zone (ITCZ). They showed for a squall line
event that convective downdrafts modify the evolution of
the ML primarily by inducing an abrupt drop in tempera-
ture, usually accompanied by a drop in moisture, resulting in
shallower MLs. After this stage, the cooler and drier ML is
maintained by the continued influence of downdrafts. Finally,
they identified a recovery phase in which the ML returns to
its undisturbed state. This stage initiates in the wake of the
storms, and it may take 7–10 h for the ML to re-establish
undisturbed conditions. Studying the same squall line sys-
tem analyzed by FG81, Johnson and Nicholls (1983) pro-
vided a composite analysis of all marine rawinsonde observa-
tions that were collected during the event. They found similar
reduction in the mixing layer height following the passage
of the squall line, with associated temperature and moisture
drops of 4 ◦C and 3–4 g kg−1, respectively.

The occurrence of DMC has significant impacts upon the
evolution of surface scalar fluxes, since convective outflows
are responsible for cooling and drying the PBL (Fitzjar-
rald and Garstang, 1981; Johnson and Nicholls, 1983; Saxen
and Rutledge, 1998). Johnson and Nicholls (1983) com-
puted sensible and latent heat fluxes over an area encompass-
ing the entire convective system and surrounding areas. The
authors found large sensible and latent heat flux enhance-
ments in the wake of the squall line, which increased, re-
spectively, by factors of 5 and 2 over their undisturbed val-
ues of 10 and 90 W m−2. Scalar flux enhancements in DMC
situations were further investigated by Saxen and Rutledge
(1998), henceforth SR98, who computed surface fluxes from
meteorological data measured by an instrumented buoy as
part of the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experi-

ment (COARE) of the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere
(TOGA) project that took place in the western Pacific warm
pool from November 1992 through March 1993. They found
sensible and latent heat flux enhancements reaching peak
values of 60 and 250 W m−2 for large, organized mesoscale
convective systems (MCSs). For less organized storm types,
such as maturing linear MCSs and scattered storms, weaker
heat fluxes were reported.

While most studies have focused on the DMC–PBL in-
teraction over the tropical oceans, the evolution of turbu-
lent fluxes in DMC situations in forest environments has
also been addressed, either observationally (Fitzjarrald et al.,
1990; Betts et al., 2002; Gerken et al., 2016) or numerically
(Garrett, 1982). Specifically for the Amazon rainforest, Fitz-
jarrald et al. (1990) showed that, in daytime conditions, out-
flow air penetrates the weakly stratified layer above canopy
level and, depending on the strength of downdrafts, can oc-
casionally penetrate the semipermanent stable layer within
the canopy, leading to deep mixing throughout the inside of
and above the forest. To further justify the relevance of bet-
ter documenting the DMC effects on the Amazonian PBL,
it is important to recognize that it can also affect forest–
atmosphere exchanges of chemical species. Even though tur-
bulence is reduced below canopy, the perturbation induced
by outflows may engender the venting of hydrocarbons and
trace gases out of the canopy (Fitzjarrald et al., 1990; Fuentes
et al., 2016). In addition, outflows can promote sudden in-
creases of ozone concentration in the PBL through down-
ward transport of mid-tropospheric ozone-rich air by storm
downdrafts (Betts et al., 2002; Gerken et al., 2016).

In this context, high-frequency tower measurements per-
formed at the Amazon Tall Tower Observatory (ATTO) (An-
dreae et al., 2015) experiment site provide an excellent way
to assess the impacts of tropical DMC on the mean evo-
lution of the PBL in the Amazon rainforest. In this study,
we employ multiple-level high-frequency measurements per-
formed at one of the ATTO towers situated in the central
state of Amazonas, Brazil, in tandem with radiosonde and
Doppler radar data, to carry out a multiplatform analysis of
the effects of DMC on the evolution of turbulent quantities
in the lower Amazon PBL. Different from previous stud-
ies, which focused mainly on daytime changes in the ML
caused by storms over tropical oceans, most of our results
are from storm events that occurred during nighttime hours
when the establishment of stable boundary layers was either
underway or already present. Furthermore, previous studies
of DMC–PBL have devoted little attention to the evolution
of turbulence intensity in observed tropical DMC events, par-
tially because of a lack of high-frequency micrometeorolog-
ical measurements in storm situations. In light of this need,
we take advantage of the high-frequency tower observations
from ATTO to present the evolution of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy (TKE) in storm outflows.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides infor-
mation about the datasets employed in this study along with
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the methods utilized for identifying storm events and com-
puting turbulent quantities at the tower; Sect. 3 presents an
overview of the main aspects of the convective storms that
were analyzed, in terms of radar features and meteorological
changes detected at the tower; Sect. 4 is aimed at investigat-
ing the mechanisms by which the fluxes of sensible and latent
heat are enhanced throughout the instrumented tower depth
and how they relate to PBL evolution in the wake of storms;
in Sect. 5 we investigate the TKE evolution during storm out-
flows using high-frequency tower observations from ATTO;
finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Data and methods

2.1 ATTO data and instrumentation site

The primary data source employed in this investigation con-
sists of high-frequency (10 Hz) micrometeorological mea-
surements performed at the 80 m tall walk-up tower, located
150 km northeast of Manaus, in the Uatumã Sustainable De-
velopment Reserve. The tower is situated at a base elevation
of 130 m above sea level (a.s.l.). A detailed description of
the site, instrumentation capabilities, underlying vegetation,
and nearby topography, as well as other relevant features,
can be found in Andreae et al. (2015). The study period ex-
tended from 29 October 2015 to 20 November 2015, when
an intensive operating period (IOP) was carried out. Data
used here were recorded at five distinct height levels, namely
14, 22, 41, 55, and 81 m (above ground level; a.g.l.). The
average height of trees in this portion of the Amazon rain-
forest is approximately 37 m (Andreae et al., 2015). There-
fore, the first two measurement levels reside within the forest
canopy, while the three uppermost levels are situated above
it. At 14, 41, and 55 m, sonic anemometers (model CSAT3,
Campbell Scientific, Inc.) performed fast response wind (u,
v, and w) measurements in addition to sonic virtual temper-
ature (Tv). Using different instrumentation, similar tempera-
ture and wind measurements were obtained at 22 m (IRGA-
SON, Campbell Scientific Inc.) and at 80 m (WindMaster,
Gill Instruments Limited) with anemometers.

Computation of turbulent quantities from tower data such
as mean flow, heat fluxes, and turbulent kinetic energy was
accomplished by employing time averages over 1 min inter-
vals. We have chosen such a short time window primarily be-
cause of the nonstationary nature of the events under study,
but also to avoid contamination from low-frequency, nontur-
bulent processes, and, therefore, guarantee that the discus-
sion refers to turbulent quantities alone. Most of the cases
analyzed occurred when stable stratification was present at
the site. This choice was based on the results of Campos et al.
(2009), who found that the timescale for turbulent fluxes at
nighttime was consistently smaller than 200 s above a similar
Amazonian canopy.

2.2 Doppler radar data

Radar data used in this study came from the opera-
tional S-band Doppler radar located in Manaus (3◦09′ S,
59◦59′W), operated by the Department of Airspace Control
(SIPAM/DECEA; acronym in Portuguese) of the Brazilian
Air Force. The Manaus radar is a single polarization system
with a relatively broad beamwidth of approximately 1.8◦. In
short pulse mode, the radar operates with a range and pulse
repetition frequency of 250 km and 600 Hz, respectively. In
volume scan mode, the radar performs a full set of plan
position indicators (PPIs) at 15 elevations at 10 min inter-
vals. Radar data were plotted using the Python ARM Radar
Toolkit (Py-ART) software (Helmus and Collis, 2016).

2.3 Selection of DMC events

In this study, the selection of DMC events was accomplished
by following a two-step procedure relying on Doppler radar
imagery and thermodynamic and kinematic changes associ-
ated with the storms as detected at the ATTO walk-up tower.
The first step consisted of subjectively inspecting radar re-
flectivity fields using low-elevation plan position indicators
(PPIs) to identify the passage of convective storms over or
near the instrumentation site. Only storms that produced de-
tectable impacts on the evolution of meteorological variables
at the tower site were selected. To that end, time series of
virtual potential temperature (θv) and horizontal wind speed
(Vh) measured at levels above the forest canopy were an-
alyzed to identify thermodynamic and kinematic changes
caused by gust fronts (i.e., low-level outflow) from the con-
vective storms.

Studies addressing disturbances in the tropical PBL caused
by DMC activity, such as Addis et al. (1984) and Schiro and
Neelin (2018), have adopted quantitative criteria to gener-
ate the sample of events to be analyzed by imposing, for
example, a threshold for the decrease in the equivalent or
virtual potential temperature accompanying the passage of
the convective cells. However, in this study we have cho-
sen not to apply any threshold to θv or Vh variations to de-
tect a storm outflow but simply to subjectively select those
events that displayed noticeable perturbations in the temper-
ature and wind fields at the time of the storm occurrence.
This choice was motivated by (a) our interest in evaluating
DMC events that influenced the evolution of PBL proper-
ties through their outflows, regardless of the magnitude of
the temperature and wind variations produced by them; (b)
the recognition that perturbations associated with convective
storms were easy to identify, as they represented drastic in-
terference in the mean evolution of PBL quantities; and (c)
the short period of study, which did not demand defining a set
of objective criteria, as would be the case for large datasets as
in Addis et al. (1984). We should add that when a convective
event consisted of more than one cell affecting the tower, the
entire period of DMC activity was investigated in order to ob-
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tain the most complete description of PBL evolution during
the full life cycle of the storm system.

Following the aforementioned procedure, four DMC
events were selected for investigation. Dates, duration, radar
characteristics, and other relevant features of the storm events
are presented in Table 1. The wind speed increase in the out-
flow (i.e., the gust front intensity) was measured as the bulk
difference between the 1 min mean wind in the pre-storm en-
vironment and the maximum wind after storm arrival. Sim-
ilarly, the maximum temperature drop (i.e., the cold pool
intensity) was measured as the bulk difference between the
1 min mean θv in the pre-storm environment and the min-
imum θv obtained after outflow establishment at the tower
region. Note that the times of maximum wind increases and
temperature drops may not coincide, as the largest wind in-
creases usually occur just as the leading edge (i.e., the gust
front) impacts the tower, and the largest temperature deficits
often occur after the cold pool of the storm is well estab-
lished. In all events there was precipitation, but it never ex-
ceeded 6 mm during any entire event. This is very impor-
tant in the context of the present observations, because sonic
anemometers may fail during intense precipitation, which
was not the case in any of the events selected. Nevertheless,
raw data from the first two events show that, although tur-
bulence fluctuations were largely enhanced during the gust
front passages, spikes and noise are absent in the wind com-
ponents and temperature time series (Figs. S1–S2 in the Sup-
plement).

3 Overview of the DMC events

Previous studies of tropical DMC–PBL interaction have
demonstrated the importance of characterizing morpholog-
ical aspects of the convective activity that disturbs the PBL
with the aid of radar imagery (e.g., SR98; Schiro and Neelin,
2018; Wang et al., 2019). In this study, all four of the storm
events investigated consisted of either a single cell or a
small cluster of multicell storms (Moller et al., 1994). These
storms never developed upscale to reach the minimum hor-
izontal extent of 100 km necessary to fit the classification
of a mesoscale convective system (MCS) (Houze, 2014). In
comparison to SR98, the storms on 31 October (event 1),
2 November (event 2), and 4 November (event 3) mostly
resembled the unorganized arrangement that they referred
to as sub-MCS-scale nonlinear systems. The exception was
event 4, on 9 November, which displayed a more organized
structure but remained slightly below the minimum spatial
threshold for MCS classification.

Storms struck the walk-up tower site at different times of
the day. Two events (1 and 2) took place during the late af-
ternoon or early evening transition (EET) while event 3 oc-
curred during late morning hours. Event 4 occurred at dawn
and was the longest-lived event. These differences in the time
of storm occurrence are relevant as the convective outflows

interact with the PBL during distinct stages of its evolution.
In the following subsections, a description of each event is
presented, focusing on their radar characteristics and the in-
tensity of the thermodynamic and kinematic effects detected
at the walk-up tower site.

3.1 31 October 2015 – line of multicells (event 1)

At approximately 17:15 LST on 31 October 2015, the
Manaus Doppler radar indicated a northeast–southwest-
oriented band of convective cells advancing over the eastern-
northeastern Amazon as part of a larger area of intense but
disorganized convective activity (Fig. 1a). At the southern
tip of the convective band, westward-moving decaying cells
merged with semi-stationary cells to the south of the ATTO
site and started moving northwestward. As the cells passed
directly above the site, they intensified as noted by a rapid
increase in reflectivity.

Pre-storm measurements of winds and virtual potential
temperature at the walk-up tower revealed a slight tendency
of decreasing turbulence and temperature typical of pre-
sunset conditions. However, as the outflow from the storm
cluster arrived at ATTO, a sudden drop in θv was observed
(Fig. 2a) in tandem with an increase in wind speed (Fig. 3a)
at heights above the canopy. The temperature and wind dis-
turbances were significantly damped inside the canopy at 14
and 22 m heights. This is expected since the dense rainfor-
est and its interior stable layer act to inhibit strong air flow
(Fitzjarrald et al., 1990). The flow remained very turbulent
and θv continued to decrease, though at a slower rate, un-
til 17:35 LST when a new 4 K θv drop was observed at the
same time a Vh increase was observed. This cold-air rein-
forcement was probably caused by a secondary outflow surge
trailing the leading gust front; in fact, the 17:33 LST reflec-
tivity image (not shown) displayed a brief period of convec-
tive re-intensification, preceding the decay of the system and
onset of stratiform precipitation. The PBL cooling and con-
sequent stabilization induced by this storm system during the
early evening period caused an effective “early nightfall” as
described by Fitzjarrald et al. (1990). In this situation, the es-
tablishment of a shallow, cool near-surface stable layer may
occur earlier than it would be the case for a typical undis-
turbed diurnal cycle.

After the strongest cooling associated with the convective
active stage of the system, minimum θv values (299–300 K)
were attained by 18:20 LST and low-amplitude θv perturba-
tions persisted in the wake of the storm as result of weaker
downdrafts. Once the perturbation caused by the storms de-
cayed, the θv time series showed that a steady state was at-
tained, though it took place at much lower temperatures than
in the undisturbed pre-storm environment. Full PBL recov-
ery did not occur for this EET event, since solar heating had
long ceased and surface stabilization (and, thus, demise of
the ML) was underway when storms impacted the tower site.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the four storm events investigated in this study. (*) indicates Ponta Pelada Airport operational soundings in
Manaus (SBMN; lower resolution). (**) indicates soundings taken at Campina site (2◦10′53.72′′ S, 59◦01′18.36′′W; 48.4 m a.s.l.).

Max. gust Max. θv Total
Date Event duration Echo front at 55 m drop at 55 m precipitation Raobs

(LST) characteristics Vh(ms−1) (K) (mm) (UTC)

31 October 16:00–00:00 Multicell cluster 8 8 2.3 00:00 (*)
2 November 17:00–00:00 Isolated cell 10 6–8 1.0 17:25 (**)
4 November 09:30–12:30 Scattered cells 4 3.5 5.3 13:29 (**)
9 November 01:00–06:00 Multicell cluster 9 4 1.5 00:00 (*)

Figure 1. 0.9◦ PPI reflectivity imagery from the Manaus Doppler radar for the four DMC events studied. (a) 17:21 LST on 31 October 2015,
(b) 17:57 LST on 2 November 2015, (c) 10:57 LST on 4 November 2015, and (d) 02:56 LST on 9 November 2015. The red (blue) dot shows
the location of Manaus (ATTO tower). The concentric dashed lines around the radar site are the 75, 150, and 225 km radar range circles. The
black arrow indicates the convective elements that were sampled at the walk-up tower.

3.2 2 November 2015 – isolated cell (event 2)

Small clusters of short-lived thunderstorms were observed by
the Manaus radar near the ATTO location during the late
afternoon and early evening period on 2 November 2015
(Fig. 1b). Around 18:00 LST, the gust front from an isolated
short-lived cell reached the tower, resulting in maximum 6–
8 K θv drops (Fig. 2b) and an attendant increase in Vh as
high as 6 m s−1 (Fig. 3b) for all above-canopy levels. Inter-
estingly, a short increase in equivalent potential temperature
occurred and was associated with a 1 g kg−1 increase in wa-
ter vapor mixing ratio (rv) briefly after the gust front arrival
(not shown). This transient moisture increase may have been
caused by moisture convergence along the gust front or the
intrusion of low-level saturated convective downdrafts into a
previously unsaturated PBL.

The convectively active stage of the storm over the tower
lasted approximately 20 min, being considerably less than
what was observed with event 1, which was associated with
a much larger storm and more easily detected in the θv
times series. During the disturbed period, a wavelike behav-
ior could be seen in both temperature and wind time se-
ries throughout the whole profile, suggesting the presence
of large eddies capable of penetrating deep inside the forest.
Different from event 1, a recovery phase did exist for this
event, despite solar heating having already ceased.

There are some clear differences between the recovery
phase inside and above the canopy, as indicated by in-canopy
measurements. The levels above the canopy show full recov-
ery after 50 min, as stated above, while, below the canopy,
cooler temperatures are maintained long after the above-
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the mean horizontal wind speed at the different vertical levels, according to legend, for (a) event 1, (b)
event 2, (c) event 3, and (d) event 4. The dashed vertical lines indicate the passage of the storm over or near the site at (a) 17:15 LST, (b)
17:58 LST, (c) 10:00 LST, and (d) 03:00 LST. The analysis of the cases I to IV is carried out in the Supplement.

forest air mass had attained a new steady state. In this sce-
nario, it seems that the forest slowed down the recovery in
its interior, thus fostering the establishment of a stable strat-
ification next to the ground. Hence, some process(es) related
to upward fluxes of heat and moisture must have occurred in
order to warm and moisten the layers near the top and above
the canopy. The mechanisms responsible for these processes
will be described in detail in Sect. 3.

3.3 4 November 2015 – scattered cells (event 3)

Around 10:20 LST, an unorganized cluster of convective
cells rapidly formed around the ATTO site at the back side of
a westward-moving MCS (Fig. 1c). θv gradually began to de-
crease from 305.5 K at 10:48 LST; surprisingly, this decrease
in θv was followed by only a modest increase in Vh. Wind
speed slightly increased from 6 up to 8 m s−1 and then weak-
ened when a minimum θv of 302 K was reached at 11:27 LST,
amounting to a total 3.5 K decrease (Figs. 2c and 3c).

This event clearly displayed a behavior that was quite dif-
ferent from the other cases studied, especially in light of the
gradual nature of the potential temperature (wind speed) de-
creases (increases). The most probable explanation for this
anomalous behavior is that the arrival of the outflow from
the scattered storms at the ATTO site was not preceded by a
sharp gust front, as was the case for the other events. Rather,
it is plausible that merging of weak outflows from the incip-

ient or decaying storm cells generated a slow-moving cold
pool that gently spread over the site. If this was the case, it
is safe to state that although the PBL was disturbed by the
DMC outflow, the downdraft cores of the parent cells or the
strongest portion of their gust fronts did not pass directly over
the instruments.

3.4 9 November 2015 – strong cluster with trailing
stratiform precipitation (event 4)

The system with the largest convective core investigated
was associated with a large southwestward moving cluster
of strong storms with a trailing stratiform precipitation re-
gion (Fig. 1d). Before the arrival of the storm system, a se-
quence of smaller cells advanced over the tower site, produc-
ing a weak wavelike perturbation in both θv (Fig. 2d) and
Vh (Fig. 3d). The weakness of these disturbances is probably
associated with the existence of a well-established nocturnal
stable boundary layer (SBL). It is well known that SBLs tend
to damp convective downdrafts (Market et al., 2017), and
therefore the weak downdrafts from the small cells were un-
able to drastically disturb the SBL. At 04:00 LST, however,
the large cluster of cells passed by the tower, causing a θv 3 K
drop and winds to increase from 1 to 10 m s−1, making this
event the strongest one in terms of gust front strength. The
outflow from the system was strong enough to penetrate the
in-canopy stable layer, even in the presence of the aforemen-
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Figure 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but for virtual potential temperature.

tioned deeper SBL. It is suggested that this event contained
the most intense downdrafts among the four cases.

Considering only the main convective system, the convec-
tively active period in this episode was also longer compared
to the other events. An “attempt” of a recovery phase was ob-
served as a slight increase in θv around 04:00; nonetheless, it
was short-lived (lasting approximately 15 min) owing to the
existence of trailing stratiform precipitation (with embedded
weaker echoes) following the storm system. The persistence
of the DMC over the ATTO site reduced the early morning
incidence of solar radiation and slowed down the subsequent
development of a ML.

The longer recovery period observed in event 4, as well as
that found in event 1, is in contrast with the short recovery
observed in event 2, which points to the dependence on the
spatial scale of the outflow-producing system. This observa-
tion is in line with the results of Schiro and Neelin (2018),
who show that recovery time of the PBL tends to be shorter
for isolated convective cells than for MCSs, regardless of the
time of the day when the convective activity occurs.

4 Evolution of heat fluxes and intensity of outflow
turbulence

4.1 Sensible heat flux (H )

Surface heat fluxes play a major role in the initiation pro-
cess of convective storms in tropical regions, as intense di-

urnal heating drives thermals or plumes that grow upscale
into large cumulonimbus clouds. On the other hand, when
convective downdrafts introduce cool air from aloft into the
PBL, the evolution of surface heat fluxes may also be affected
significantly. Figure 4 displays the evolution of the sensible
heat flux (H ) measured at the tower for the four DMC events.
For the sake of consistency, we shall first discuss overall sim-
ilarities in the behavior ofH for events 1, 2, and 4, separately
from event 3, before scrutinizing the particular characteris-
tics of each event. We will address event 3 separately, be-
cause, as discussed in Sect. 3, it displayed a quite distinct
behavior from the other three events.

Prior to the occurrences of events 1, 2, and 4 (Fig. 4a, b,
and d),H was downward (negative), as the boundary layer at
that time had already experienced the evening transition. A
common feature in these three events was an abrupt switch
to upwardH as soon as the gust front arrived at the tower, es-
pecially for levels above the canopy. Inside the canopy, pos-
itive H occurred, but it was weaker than above the canopy.
Peak H values were most pronounced during the gust front
phase and arrival of the storm, with 1 min mean values ex-
ceeding 300, 175, and 150 W m−2 for events 1, 2, and 4, re-
spectively. These H enhancements agree with findings from
previous studies that showed an increase inH following gust
front passages for marine DMC (Johnson and Nicholls, 1983;
Fitzjarrald et al., 1990; Saxen and Rutledge, 1998); however,
as discussed below, it seems that the mechanisms responsi-
ble for the upward H found here differ from those governing
daytime DMC–ocean interactions.
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Figure 4. The same as in Fig. 2 but for sensible heat flux.

During this early stage of the DMC activity over the tower,
the H time series is well correlated with Vh (as well as with
w; not shown), with peaks in wind speed matching peaks in
H . This is particularly evident in the double-peak structures
of both Vh and positive H for event 2. Combined with the
fact that the Manaus radar showed the strongest echo situ-
ated over the tower site at this time (not shown), this behavior
indicates that H enhancements are related to processes asso-
ciated with the arrival of the gust front at the tower location.
In fact, an analysis of the time series of w′ and θv shows that
both variables are mostly negatively skewed at the gust front
arrival and that this period is marked by a strong correla-
tion between these two quantities. Thus, it seems that the ar-
rival of the gust front and its associated convective downdraft
during nighttime conditions resulted in enhanced H through
intense turbulent mixing of cool air from above the PBL.
The analysis of the temperature time series along the events
(Fig. 5a, b, and d) shows that the short period with upward
H coincides with a brief inversion of the vertical temperature
gradient, an interval when the temperature within the canopy
(26 m) is larger than that above it, characterizing an unstable
layer at just above the surface. In fact, a stable layer was al-
ready established when the event took place but, as the cold
air moved down, there was a brief period when the thermal
gradient switched sign, characterizing an unstable layer, at
exactly the period when the upward H occurred.

Soon after the most intense DMC perturbations stage ends,
a sudden transition to a prolonged period of negative H be-
gins. This period is associated with the establishment of the

trailing precipitation zone and windy wake of the convective
system, which usually persist for tens of minutes to hours
after the core of the storm has passed. Within the period of
negativeH , minimum 1 min mean values up to−350,−800,
and −200 W m−2 were observed in events 1, 2, and 4, re-
spectively. In event 4, in particular, short periods of weak
negative H occurred in association with small, short-lived
cells (Sect. 3) within the larger storm system. Such a pe-
riod of markedly negative H has not been addressed in prior
studies owing to the fact that they were mainly interested in
daytime convective storms interacting with well-established
MLs. Fitzjarrald et al. (1990) mentioned the existence of neg-
ative kinematic sensible heat flux values during their daytime
DMC cases in the Amazon but did not provide an in-depth
discussion of the reasons for these negative fluxes.

The strong persistent negativeH period coincides with the
continued DMC perturbation as evidenced by lowered tem-
perature, strong winds and turbulence, similarly to the pe-
riod of positiveH . During EET (events 1 and 2) or nighttime
conditions (event 4), where a SBL is forming or is already es-
tablished, the effect of convective outflows seems to enhance
pre-existing negative H through cooling and increased tur-
bulence by strong winds, with the wind component of the
perturbations being the main modulator of the duration of
negative H enhancements.

In summary, positive, intenseH enhancements are primar-
ily a feature of the convectively active phase of the storm
system, i.e., the arrival of the gust front, intense downdrafts
and the brief formation of an unstable layer as the air travels
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Figure 5. The same as in Fig. 2 but for air and leaf surface temperature.

downward. In turn, after the strongest part of the convective
system moved away from the tower and weaker downdrafts
and windy surface conditions remain, H rapidly becomes
negative again (as it was in the undisturbed conditions) but
displays higher values for several minutes owing to contin-
ued higher surface wind and lower temperature.

A data quality analysis for the sensible heat fluxes in
events 1 and 2 is presented in the Supplement, using mul-
tiresolution cospectra.

We now turn our attention to event 3 (Fig. 4c). As shown
in Sect. 3.3, event 3 was the only one to occur during daytime
hours, under strong insolation and mixing. Under these con-
ditions, increasing H values were in place by midmorning,
when θv started to decrease at 10:20 LST. As the temperature
gradually dropped, a negative tendency in H was observed,
especially above the canopy. At the tower levels above the
canopy, even negative values (approximately −50 W m−2)
were observed, while within the canopy H did not change
considerably (although small perturbations were noticed).
After 13:00 LST, there was a tendency of slow warming and
weakening winds.

4.2 Latent heat flux (LE)

Latent heat fluxes are mainly controlled by the wind mag-
nitude and vertical humidity gradients. SR98 showed that
large enhancements of LE occur in the wake of oceanic gust
fronts, which can sometimes be over 300 % stronger than in
pre-storm conditions. Time series of LE for our case studies
are shown in Fig. 6; because no water vapor measurements

were available at 80 m for event 4 the only full time series
depicted for this event is for the 22 m height. Time series of
LE exhibited an appreciably noisier behavior than their H
counterparts. For this reason, the analysis of LE will be more
qualitative, with less focus on fine details in the magnitude of
the fluxes. Figure 6a displays abrupt LE enhancements tak-
ing place as the gust fronts arrived at the tower. Most of the
DMC-disturbed period was marked by positive LE enhance-
ments, contributing to a net positive LE at 80 m.

The occurrence of such enhancements of LE as a response
to convective storm downdrafts has been demonstrated in
previous studies (Johnson and Nicholls, 1983). Mixing ratio
deficits ranging from 4 to 6 g kg−1 were observed at 80 m,
in line with results from other studies. It is worth noting that
significant surface drying was observed in our events, regard-
less of the size of the storm. As an example, consider storm
event 2 (small single cell storm); even though the horizon-
tal dimension of this storm was small compared to the other
cases (especially events 1 and 4), its downdrafts were able to
bring down air from sufficiently high altitudes to produce sig-
nificant surface drying. Thus, contrary to SR98, who showed
that large storm systems (MCSs) are more prolific in drying
the PBL through mesoscale downdrafts, we show that trop-
ical isolated convection can also be able to produce intense
PBL drying, as long as it can develop deep, virtually undi-
luted downdrafts.
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Figure 6. The same as in Fig. 2 but for latent heat flux.

5 Turbulence intensity of convective outflow

Cool outflows from convective storms tend to be very turbu-
lent in nature. As discussed throughout the paper, many stud-
ies have shown significant enhancements in turbulent quan-
tities, such as heat, moisture, and momentum fluxes, dur-
ing and after the occurrence of convective outflows (John-
son and Nicholls, 1983; Fitzjarrald et al., 1990; Saxen and
Rutledge, 1998). For example, in a high-resolution numerical
study addressing some of the shortcomings of utilizing large
eddy simulations for severe storms research, Markowski and
Bryan (2016) provided evidence of the abundance of storm-
generated turbulent eddies within the outflow (see their
Fig. 1).

Probably, the simplest way to analyze the intensity of
turbulence in a given flow is to compute the turbulent ki-
netic energy (TKE) associated with it (Stull, 1988). However,
previous studies investigating PBL processes have typically
employed different quantities to assess turbulence intensity
(e.g., the standard deviation of vertical velocity; Acevedo
et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2013). In this study, we opted to
compute TKE over other quantities because of the simplic-
ity in directly interpreting the underlying physics of energy
changes associated with momentum transfers in convective
outflows. TKE is computed as the half of the sum of the vari-
ances of wind components (TKE= 1/2[u′2+ v′2+w′2]).

Figure 7 shows time series of TKE for the four storm
events investigated here. As also found with heat fluxes,
events 1, 2, and 4 displayed sudden increases in TKE as soon

as the gust fronts arrived at the tower. TKE rises to very high
values, exceeding 8 m2 s−2 at the time of the most intense
downdraft in event 4, for example. These values are much
larger than those observed in typical undisturbed PBL situa-
tions, being comparable in magnitude to TKE reported dur-
ing grass fires (Clements et al., 2008).

TKE peaks follow closely those seen in the Vh time se-
ries, as is expected since stronger winds imply augmented
mechanical (i.e., shear) production of turbulence. Although
the computation of the forcing terms in the prognostic TKE
equation is outside the scope of this paper, it is reasonable
to infer that one very important forcing mechanism of tur-
bulence within the storm outflow is the mechanical produc-
tion. Turbulence production by buoyancy, in contrast, is an
unlikely mechanism here since storm-induced temperature
drops and the nighttime character of the events would point
to buoyancy sinks and turbulence destruction. However, we
cannot dismiss the role played by turbulence transport and
pressure correlation terms to TKE evolution in these out-
flows. To assess these processes, it would be necessary to
conduct an in-depth qualitative analysis of each term in the
prognostic TKE equation, a topic that will be addressed in a
future study.

Multiresolution spectra of TKE for events 1 and 2 are pre-
sented in the supplementary material, showing that the turbu-
lence data are consistent, in spite of the precipitation in the
period.

Considering event 3 (Fig. 7c), the evolution of TKE is
remarkably different from the other events. Because this
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Figure 7. The same as in Fig. 2 but for turbulent kinetic energy.

event took place during daytime hours, under clear sky and
windy conditions, TKE values were rising at a steady rate un-
til 09:30 LST (not shown), when θv started to decrease. From
this moment, TKE correspondingly decreased during most
of the period under DMC activity (except between 11:00 and
11:30 LST) in response to generally lighter winds (less me-
chanical production) and cooler surface temperatures (damp-
ing buoyancy production).

6 Conclusions

The time evolution of atmospheric variables and scalar fluxes
during the occurrence of surface outflows produced by deep
convective storms in a tropical rainforest was analyzed utiliz-
ing high-frequency, multilevel measurements performed at
the 80 m walk-up tower of the Amazon Tall Tower Obser-
vatory (ATTO) located in northern Brazil. Four convective
outflows that passed over ATTO from late October to mid-
November of 2015 were studied, with three of them occur-
ring during the early evening transition or nighttime hours
and one during the early afternoon. The evening/nocturnal
events were characterized by well-defined gust fronts asso-
ciated with moderate decreases in virtual potential tempera-
ture and increases in wind speed. In contrast, the early after-
noon event was a weak outflow, lacking a sharp gust front
and producing only a slight drop in virtual potential tem-
perature. With the gust front arrival, positive sensible heat
flux (H ) was enhanced, possibly due to sinking of colder air.

This behavior was mainly observed at above-canopy levels
in the three evening/nocturnal events; within the canopy the
perturbations in H caused by the outflow were weaker. Fol-
lowing the period with prevailing positive values, H experi-
enced a significant change, becoming negative in the wake
of the storms, characterizing an enhanced nocturnal regime.
The highly turbulent nature of the convective outflows was
highlighted by TKE enhancements accompanying the pas-
sage of the gust fronts over ATTO, with TKE values dur-
ing this period being comparable to those observed in grass
fire experiments. As for the latent heat flux (LE), it increased
right after the gust front in response to drier air coming from
the outflow. The high-frequency, multilevel data and quanti-
tative analyses of enhanced heat fluxes and associated intense
turbulence caused by storm outflows in a rainforest presented
in this study help not only to better document the complex
interactions between storm-modified air masses and forest
canopy but also to highlight features that are challenging, or
perhaps impossible, to measure based solely on conventional
observational platforms. More specifically, the observations
of highly positive H flux and TKE magnitude could be used
to qualitatively and quantitatively verify numerically simu-
lated gust front interactions with the lower PBL in forested
regions. To summarize our results, Fig. 8 depicts a concep-
tual model for the time evolution of H above and within the
canopy for the evening/nocturnal gust front events, with t1
being representative of pre-gust front conditions and t2 rep-
resentative of the wake of the convective storms. Despite the
consistency found among the events analyzed, it is important
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Figure 8. Schematics illustrating the effects of a gust front passage
over a tall tower in the forest during nighttime hours. Top: a gust
front (blue line with triangles) from a convective storm (cold (warm)
colors represent low (high]) radar reflectivity values) approaches the
tall tower (gray tower symbol) at t1. At t2, the gust front has passed
by the tower site which now is embedded in the turbulent wake of
the cold pool (light purple shaded area, with turbulent eddies repre-
sented by curly, black arrows). Bottom: corresponding sensible heat
flux response to gust front passage at tower levels above (blue) and
within (pink) the canopy. The dark purple arrow indicates the storm
motion vector (due southwest).

to stress that the study is based on a reduced number of events
(4) and that a more detailed analysis with a larger number of
cases is necessary to validate the conclusions. They will be
possible with the ATTO project, when continuous turbulence
observations will be available from the surface to 320 m.
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